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The House then adjourned for 
lunch, at forty-four minutes past   
one  of  the  clock. 

 
The House reassembled, after lunch, at forty-
seven minutes past two of the clock, The 
Vice-Chairman L(Shrimati Jayanthi 
Natarajan)  in  the  Chair. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI       
JAYANTHI      NATARAJAN): 
We will now take up the Passports 
(Amendment) Bill, 1992. Mr. Salman 
Khursheed. 

SHRIMATI        SUSHMA SWARAJ 
(Haryana):   The   Minister is not here. 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI- 

MATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN): Yes,  
the Minister   is   not here. 

SHRIMATI SUSHMA SWARAJ: Then   

adjourn  the   House. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
JAYANTHI NATARAJAN): We will send 
for him. . . {Interruptions) . .. 

AN HON. MEMBER: Dr. Abrar Ahmed can  
move   the   Bill.   . . . {Interruptions). . 

SHRIMATI       SUSHMA        SWARAJ. 
He  does not have the papers. 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI- 

MATI JAYANTHI NATARAJAN): Then we 

will take up the next Bill. We will send for the 

Minister. . . . (Interruptions) ..  

 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN        (SHRI-
MATI       JAYANTHI      NATARAJAN): 
You   are   right. 

 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN        (SHRI-
MATI       JAYANTHI      NATARAJAN): 
No,   I   leave  it   to   the   House.   I   agree 
with   you. 

AN   HON.    MEMBER:   The   Minister has   
come.    ... (Interruptions). . : 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
JAYANTHI NATARAJAN): Now Mr. 
Bhatia is here. We can take up  the   Passports   
(Amendment)   Bill. 

 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF EXTERNAL AFFAIRS 
(SHRI R. L. BHATIA): Madam, I am sorry,   
I   came   late. 

 

THE    PASSPORTS      

(AMENDMENT BILL,  1992 

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY   OF   EXTERNAL   AFFAIRS 

 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRIMATI 
SUSHMA SWARAJ): Madana Obaidullah   
Khan   Azmi.  He  is not  here. 
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(SHRI R. L. BHATIA): Madam, I beg move 
to: 

That the Bill further to amend the 
Passport Act, 1967 as passed 
by the Lok Sabha, be taken   
into  consideration. 

Madam Vice-Chairman, the administration 
of the departure of persons from India 
through the issue of passports has been 
governed by the Passports Act of 1967. The 
Act has provided a framework for what has 
become, over a period ci   time,    the   
growing   phenomenon     of 
persons travelling abroad for purposes of 
education, business, employment, pilgrimage   
and   tourism.     An       increasing 
number of persons have thus been seeking to 
travel outside India. There has also been a 
phenomenal growth over just two years in the 
recent past in passport  applications  
received. 

Based on the   experience that  we  have 
gained   in    administering       the   Act,    
we found   that  there   were      certain  
aspects that required  to  be  addressed  to 
through legislation   to make the   provisions 
of the Act   current   and      to   remedy       
certain lacunae in its effective 
implementation. It will   be   recognized  that  
the   very  nature of   our  passport   booklet   
has  nndersome major  changes. This  has 
been the result of an ongoing review to bring 
it on  par with international standards.  The  
changes involve   design,   materials   used   
and   the introduction    of   several    features   
which make  the  booklet   more  in   keeping 
with' those   of   the      international   
community. Further  developments  will,   
over the next few   years,  lead   to  the   
introduction    of Machine    Readable   
Passports   and   Visas, also  in   keeping   
with   international  decisions on the subject.   
The Bill will enable the   Government  to   
take   suitable   steps to  recover   the  cost   
of   issuing   a  passport  and   to provide   for  
more   effective deterrence in case of  
misuse.     The cost of  issuing a  passport 
has gone up considerably   since   1978  
when   the  fee was increased  from Rs.   25 
to Rs.   50.   For the Government to be   able 
to    provide effective services in this area it 
is essential  that  the  product   and the   
processes be consistently improved in 
keeping with 

our requirements and mutually acceptable 
standards in the international community. The 
issue of passport is clearly not a commercial 
operation, but at the same time it is essential 
that the cost of the services be met by the fee 
that is charged  for  it. 

Sir, we have also incorporated elements in 
the Bill to enhance the prescribed penalties in 
the event of offences committed under the 
Act. The penalties were prescribed several 
years ago, and it is desirable that they be 
made more stringent in order to provide for 
effective   deterrence   against   fraud   or  
misuse. 

In conclusion, I would like to state that the 
service provided by the Central Passport 
Organisation is one of critical areas of the 
activities of the Ministry of External Affairs. 
We are deeply conscious of the need for 
smooth, effective and timely service to our 
fellow citizens. The Ministry is embarking on 
a major review of every aspect of the passport 
activity in view of the tremendous growth that 
we foresee in this area in coming years. We 
are confident that this exercise will result in an 
improved system with enhanced efficiency to 
cater to   the  needs   °i the   Indian public. 

Sir, I seek your leave now to request the 
House to take this Bill into consideration and 
to pass the Bill in its present   form. 

The  question   was   proposed. 
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SHRI JOHN F. FERNANDES (Goa): I rise 
to support the Passport (.Amendment) Bill, 
1992. It is a small 'Bill. It is basically a 
technica1 Bill. The fcim. Minister seeks to 
have a blanket power from the Parliament as 
far as Section 5 is concerned. I see the in-
tention of the Government to have the blanket 
power to recover the cost of the papers and 
other materials used. I want an assurance from 
the hon. Minister that this section will not be 
misused to collect some revenue from the 
applicants. It should recover only the cost of 
the paper  and other material. 
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In Section 10 again, the hon. Minister (has 
mentioned that the additional passport or the 
duplicate passport which shall be obtained by 
the person by misrepresentation will be 
impounded. The clause is silent as to what 
will happen to the original passport. I would 
like to know whether the Government wiii 
cake a provision to see that these people are 
penalised by totally withdrawing that passport 
from such a person. 

In Section 12 again, the Minister is 
proposing an amendment by which he has 
increased the period of imprisonment to two 
years and also a fine of Rs. 5,000/-. No lower 
ceiling has been specified. I think it will be 
appropriate if a lower ceiling of Rs. 1000/- is 
tfced. Otherwise it is a wild section where is 
gives ample power to a person to impose a 
fine of Rs. 10/-. I fee! the Minister will see 
that some mechanism is introduced here to 
that the minimum   fine is also fixed. 

Again in Sections 12 and 13, it is men-
tioned only the Customs Officer. Customs 
officer empowered to do that duty by the 
Central Government. It would have be?n 
approved private that the Central Excise 
Officer was also included because our 
counters at the entry points are manned by the 
Customs and Central   Excise   Officer-. 

The Minister has. introduced a new clause 
by which the Immigration Officer will also be 
permitted to action the line of the police 
officer. I think it is a good   suggestion   from   
the   Minister. 

I    Yould   suggest.     that  this    passport 
system  throughout  the  country  is    com-
puterised.      Often  this   facility  is     being 
misused by our NRIs.   Often 3.00   P.M.     
they  come  on  transfer    of residence (TRs). 
They try to hoodwink       the       Customs 
authorities.    They    say that they     have 
tnisriaced  their  passports.    I   think,  this 
lacuna   can   be   removed   if the passport 
facility  » centralised through our    main 
computer   system. 

Madam, the Government had been talking 
about dual citizenship to NRIs, We have two 
former colonial Union Territories in this 
country, Pondicherry and the State of Goa 
where the alien Governments, those colonial 
powers had given some facilities to the 
citizens cf those States. We have this facility 
in Goa also. I thing, it is going on illegally. 
We have the system of dual nationality. Any 
person who was born in Goa prior to the 
liberation of Goa is entitled to have the 
passport and citizenship also. So. I feel that 
the Government should intervene in this 
matter and see that this mechanism is 
legalised. I was told that this is possible in 
Pondicherry also. In this connection. I was 
talking to the hon. Member from Pondicherry. 
He said that a citizen of our country who 
resides in Pondicherry can also have a French 
citizenship and he „can have some travel 
documents, •which is as good, as a foreign na-
tioviahty. So. I think the Government should 
remove this lacuna and see that this   is   
legalised. 

With these few words, Madam, I support   
this   Bill. 

SHRIMATI KAMLA SINHA (Bihar): Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, Sir, at the outset I would like 
to know from rthe Minister whether the 
Passports (Amendment) Bill, 1992 which has 
been brought forward in this House in 1993 
can be called the Passports (Amendment) Bill, 
1992 or the Passports (Amendment) Bill,   
1993. 

SHRI M. A. BABY (Kerala): In this 
connection, the Minister has moved an   
amendment. 

SHRIMATI KAMLA SINHA: Then it  is 

all   right. 

The provisions of this amendment Bill seek 
to rectify some of the anomalies and the 
shortcomings of the previous, Bill. So the 
removal of those shortcomings which the hon. 
Minister has mentioned, through this Bill is 
really welcome. For example, he has said that 
the   cost   of  printing  and upgrading   and 
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[Shrimati  Kamia  Sinha] 

bringing the passport up to the international 
standards, has increased. The cost of the 
passport fee was increased to Rs. 50 in 1978. 
Now the fee is going to be increased again. If 
we consider the real value of Rs. 50, I say it is 
nothing. It will come to only a few paise.    So 
this is okay. 

But what I would like to place before the 
hon. Minister is some of the problems being 
faced by the applicants for getting the 
passports. For example, I come from Bihar 
and there is only one Regional Passport Office 
in Patna. If a person applies for a passport, it 
takes a long time, maybe six monl'is may be 
one year or more. In almost all the Passport 
offices there is a den of corruption. From a 
peon to an officer, are involved in this 
corruption. I do not know how you are going 
to weed out corruption. This is your headache. 
But something  has  to  be  done. 

Then, there is another provision that if a 
person applies for a passport, his passport 
application must be verified by a Police 
Inspector. If the Police Inspector does not 
give a certificate in time the applicant has to 
run after him and request him to kinlly verify 
and kindy certify that he was not a criminal, 
in that case also there is a chance for 
corruption and money changing hands. So I 
would request the Minister to fix a time-limit. 
The ihen Externa] Affairs Minister had 
announced that within five weeks of 
application the passport would be issued to 
the applicant. So, after an application is 
received in the office, within two weeks, if 
the police inspector or the police officer doe, 
not send the certificate of clearance, then it 
should be taken mo mow that the certificate 
has been obtained so that there is no farther 
delay. 

Here. I would like to mention another 
thing The offices should be technologically—
even otherwise, effidencywise—upgraded.   
Really, those who are working there 

are incompetent people. I am sorry to say 
this. These offices also need a certain amount 
of technological upgradation 

There is another point I would like to bring 
to the notice of this House. India is a leader of 
the NAM countries, the SAARC countries and 
the Commonwealth Countries. Previously, no 
Commonwealth country or SAARC country 
needed a visa. Now, to go to almost every 
country, except Nepal and Bhutan, we need a 
visa. And, what i, the passport for if we do not 
get a visa? Even to go to< Pakistan, an 
adjacent country of ours, we need a visa. It is 
really a difficult problem. India is increasing 
the visa charges. But the passport is useless 
without a visa. Only recently, the United 
Kingdom has passed a bill whereby no young 
people, students or otherwise, will be allowed 
to go there. They do not want Indians to go 
there since Indians are possible migrants. Thj 
same is the case even in America. Young 
people are not allowed there. They are 
discouraged. Jr. such cases, what will be oure 
strategy'' The External Affairs Ministry must 
think about :? This should be a two-way 
traffic. You cannot open your door foj- 
everybody, at the same time, our people not 
being allowed to go out for higher education, 
for jobs and otherwise. Why should we allow 
them to come in for exploiting our country? 
Thi, should be a two-way traffic. You must 
also consider this point. As far as the NAM 
countries are concerned, as far as the SAARC 
countries are concerned, as far as the 
Commonwealth coun. tries are concerned, 
there should be an easier method of going 
,there and coming back. This should also be 
looked into. Maybe it is not part of the Bill. 
But I vsart to bring it to your notice became, 
r"aybe. you '•an itake steps about it when you 
frame the rule.- after this Amendment Bill is 
passed.    Thank you. 
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SHRI   M.  A.  BABY:     Madam Vice-
Chairman, thank you very much for having 
given me this opportunity.    This is more or 
less an innocuous Bill meant for bring, ing 
in certain changes and     generally I 
welcomg sthe amendments being suggested 
by the hon. Minister. Now, the Minister 
explained that one    intention, is to make the   
passport   of   international   standard, the 
way in which it is brought out and thing like 
that.    I understand that this Government is 
basically thirstng for globalisation in all 
spheres of its activity and this is one area 
where I do not have any difference  of  
opinion  with  the  effort  td globalise  or to   
enhance ithe  appearance style and I hope all 
of u.3 would be ia a position to travel with 
well brought-out passports in the near future. 
Madam, some hon. Members have made 
certain very important suggestions relating 
to the hardships, the difficulties, faced by 
those whd apply   for   such   passports.   I  
share  then-sentiments, especially the point 
raised my colleague, Kamla Sinha Ji, about 
thg time taken for processing a passport  and 
the difficulties faced by ordinary citizens. 
Yon see, for those who want to travel abroad 
seeking a job or something like that, the 
processing  of  passport   should  be  done 
quickly, within the shortest possible time. 
And what happens there?    I don't want to 
elaborate about the corruption that is 
involved at different levels, at the level of 
police   verification   and   things  like  that. 
There should be some time stipulaion vety 
strictly and stringently followed.  I hope the 
hon. Minister will come forward with some 
concrete proposal and he will ensure that 
this is implemented in its true spirit. When 
somebody "ippues for a passport, In 
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the natural course, he should be in a posi 
tion to get the passport. Now, what hap 
pens? Even to get a passport, he has to( 
go to a Member of Parliament, somebody 
else, get recommendation done and things 
like that. In our country, for every com 
mo\n thing which a citizen should be in a 
position to enjoy, a recommendation is 
required. So, to begin with, in this field 
of activity at least, in the na'ural course, 
when the bona fides are found out, when 
the police verification is done, we should 
ensure that within the quickest possible 
time the people get the passport made. I 
would also like .o menton one 
more      point.    There     are te issues 
related so Indians who happen to 
be       in     different countries.   Along 

'with a colleague of mine, I hadi an opportunity 
to meet some Indian,, in Toronto, those who 
have gone in different circumstances. Of 
course, there are some allegations regarding 
people who are having connections with forces 
who are inimical to the interests' of our 
country. Barring such elements, there are many 
bona fide Indian citizens who are there Due to 
different circustances they don't have the 
passports with them They have applied to the 
High Commission or the Consul-General in 
Toronto buj they are subjected to many 
difficulties. They would be separately 
representing to the hon. Minister but I would 
just like to avail myself of the opportunity to 
bring this, through you, Madam, to the notice 
of the hon. Minister that such cases should also 
be properly looked into and measures should 
be taken to see that the interests of the Indian 
citizens who are working in other countries and 
who are earning precious foreign exchange for 
our country are taken care of. 
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SHRI TINDIVANAM G. VENKATA-
RAMAN (Tamil Nadu); Mr Vice-Chair-man, 
Sir, I rise to support the Passports 
(Amsndment) Bill with certain suggestions. 
Before that, I would like to mention one 
point. Just now when we are d'sciKsing the 
question of price-rise, in this Bill also we 
find that there is an increse in the fees. Now 
at least we are having an idea as to how to 
increase the fee. o, how many rupees to 
increase. Perhaps. we have taken this one 
aspect into consideration. As the other prices 
arc going up this may also go up. That is the 
point which I want to submit. 

Another thing is with regard to police 
vertificaifion. It is really a fact, as the other 
hon. Members have said, that the police if 
they want to detain or dilly-dally or if they 
want to see that it is postponed for their own 
reasons they can do it. Therefore, there should 
be a time lim't in the Act and the rules as 
suggested by one of the hon. Members .There 
should be a time limit in the rules making that 
within such   and  such period the  police 

verification should be completed- otherwise 
the verification has to be done either by some 
officer or somebody like that.   The police 
cannot keep them waiting for ever. People 
should not be at the mercy of the police 
officers.  As the Members have suggested, so 
much of corruption is going on there.     1   
don't   want   go   into   that.     If there is a 
time limit, then it will help the people to get 
their passports easily. Apart from  that  there  
is   an  awkward  position that Members of 
Parliament have to face when people approach 
them.    The people who  are employed in the 
passport offices simply say, "You go and get 
the signature from   an  M.P    and we will  
recommend it".   When there is no column in 
the form and when we are not having any 
position at all in that respect, there is no point 
in asking  the  people  to get  our signature. 
Every people i„ the passport offices, from the 
lowest to  the highest,  say, "You go and get 
the signature of an M.P. and we will  give you 
the  passport".   If we don't sign  the  people     
would  think    that   the M.Ps.  don't  give  
even  a signature;  they are  no'  
recommending  us.    When I say that  there  is  
no     column in the  form, they  say,  "Though  
there   is no  column, Sir, the officer says, 'you 
get the signature from an M.P. and then we 
will give you the passport'"     So, this position 
has to be taken into consideration and a 
column should  be  provided   in  the  form so 
that we  will  have   the     power to certify just 
like others.    Earlier it was there.    I don't 
know  for what  reason this  privilege was taken   
away.    At least we  can have that privilege  
and    avoid  the    embarrassment when (he 
people from our constituencies approach us.    
They should not feel that we    don't   even      
give    a   signature.  The Minister should  take 
into     consideration this aspect  while   
framing the   rules. Regarding the aspect of 
issuing the passoprt in a dignified manner or in 
a global manner. I nave nothing at all to say.   
A man, who is going out of  the country  hag 
to go to earn.    So, don't tax him.    That is my 
humble suggestion. 

SHRI S. MADHAVAN (Tamil Nadu): Sir, 
I welcome this Bill and the objectives of this 
Bill   At  one Poutt of time there 
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[Shri S. Madhavan] W'eie twelve lakh 
applications for passport mostly from southern 
States. Now, the Minister has decided to 
computerise the system. It is a welcome 
measure. But no city of .the southern States 
has been taken for computerisation. The 
persons who aw going out of the country are 
more in number from southern States. I would 
request the hon. Minister to consider this 
point. Now, what are the reasons for the delay 
in the passport offices? They say, there is no 
staff. The Government say, the fee has not 
been increased. Now the Government takes 
the power to increase the passport fee also. At 
one time the Chief Passport Officer, Delhi, 
teed issued a circular to all the Regional 
Passport Officers, "If you want to issue the 
passport out of turn, you send all the 
applications to Delhi". Fortunately, tile new 
Minister had come. We all wrote to him and I 
myself wrote to him. He had cancelled the 
circular. This out-of-twn business was- re-
entrusted to the Regional Passport Officers. I 
had raised a number of points and the Minister 
had taken some action. 

Now, what about the students who are going 
abroad for studies?      When      the call   
comes      immediately   he   wants   the 
passport;   Then he faces difficulty.   What 
about exporters?    If you get export  orders, 
you have to take .the orders immediately. But 
there is no out-of-turn facility for him.    What 
about the newly married couples?   Most of the 
Tamil Nadu people living   in  Malaysia  and  
Singapore  comei and marry people here.   
They, the citizens of Malaysia and Singapore, 
have to return within a prescribed period.   
Within that prescribed period the wife must 
also go there.    So,  there is some  difficulty.    
Of course,   the  Minister has instructed that 
this category also should be    considered out of 
tura by  the     Regional Passport Officers. But 
these interim orders will not help us.    What is 
the     reason for the delay?   I brought this 
point to the notice of the Minister but the 
Minister has not taken any action.   The reason 
is, a man rujuires  more  than   one  passport  
why* Because he will not get a visa in some 
other country where he wants to go for some 
other purpose, once, twice or thrice 

a year.    So h^ immediately tampers with the 
passport.    He wants more thaa one passport.    
What     are you going to do? We have not been 
ablg to solve the problem of delay in printing of 
new  passports. We have not been able to 
introduce the new    passpors which cannot be 
tampered with.    Two years back I met the 
Indian High  Commissioner at Singapore. He 
Sold me that he had suggested to the 
Government of India to have a foolproof 
passport which cannot be tampered with. But 
the  Government of     India has not taken any 
action.   Now most of the people   going   
abroad   are   jobseekers    Every youngman 
wants  to have a passport with him, go to 
Bombay and purchase the visa and then go 
abroad.   This is the stituafion here.    My 
suggestion to the Minister is— I have   written   
to   him   month  after  he took charge—we 
must have two categories of people.    Job-
seekers, lakhs of people, are waiting in the 
office for getting" a pasport  and thsn trying for 
a visa. This category must  be  a    separate    
category. For others like exporters,    students 
who are prepared to pay more fees, you must 
have a separate category.    But this is not 
possible now.    So they are facing, difficulties.  
Unless you  categorise   and separate these 
people,  lakhs of people,     applying for   a   
passport  and  waiting  for   a  visa, this 
problem     cannot  be  solved.    Then, regular 
smugglers .fo some countries are .there.   I don't 
want to mention the names of these countries.    
These people are going with a number of 
passports.    I want that you must be able to 
check this. Sir, I get my passport in 1955. I had 
to appear before the Tehsildar with a village 
officer from my    village and prove my identity 
and then the application was sent to the 
Regional Passport Office, That was a  good 
practice.    Now even  the recommendation of 
MLAs and MPs has been taken away.   Now 
these applications have been sent back to the 
police officers for vertification. This is a new 
procedure which is  being followed.  Tt  is not  
correct.  Sir, before the application is sent to the 
Re-gional Passport  Office, the    Government 
mmt fix some     responsibility on    some 
officer.    In  1955, the Tehsilar was fixed the 
responsibility.   You appoint some sub-
inspector or     inspector or anybody y&v 
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like. But before the application is sent to the 
Passport office, this responsibility must be 
fixed on some officer. Otherwise, this 
accumulation of applications for passports 
cannot be solved because of the large number 
of seekers of jobs in other countries. 
Immigration comes under the Home Ministry. 
This is what this Ministry has written to me. 
But this j^ not so. Our Embassy is issuing a 
five-year multipurpose visa. The condition is 
that as soon as arrive in India, within two 
weeks, they must apply stating whether we 
are going to reside for more than six months 
How is it possible? My suggestion is before 
six months— you fix that period—he must 
get the permission. As soon as he arrives he 
cannot get the permission. Instead of 
throwing the blame on the Home Mini-try, I 
think, you must Issue instructions to our 
Embassy to rectify this mistake. Why should 
Indians who come from abroad fill up 
emigration cards? I came to India as an MP. i 
was given an emigration card to be filled up. 
In that form it is written in one column, "why 
do you come to India"? What answer can I 
give? This form is till there. This! mnst be 
changed. Unnecessary delay in passport 
verification can be solved by rectifying all 
these things. This computerisation unwanted 
circulars, the category of jobseekers and other 
things must he looked into by the 
Government immediately. 

DR. NARREEDY  THUT.ASt   REDDY 

(Andhra   Pradesh): 

"AMMA PETTAPETTADU.    ADUKKU 

THINANIVVADU." 

There is a proverb in Telugu which means; 

'the mother neither serves food nor allow her 

children to beg. What to do? The only 

solution is—go hungry. The proverb exactly 

applies td the passport officer. On on.* side 

the Government is not in a position to pro-

vide employment.   It is not in a positfcw 

to provide higher education. On the other side 
people are saying, "You need not help. The 
Government need not help. But allow us to go 
to foreign countries to study. Allow us to go to 
foreign countries to seek employment." Not 
only that. They say that In turn they will help 
the Government by remitting valuable foreign 
exchange. So they ask, "Why don't you allow 
us to go to foreign countries?" Sir, there are 
so many resources. There is the mineral 
resource, the water resource and the human 
resource. Human resource is one of the best 
resources and that resource u abundant in this 
country. The only resource that is available in 
the Gulf countries is the petroleum product 
and with this resource the Gulf countries are 
dominating the world. In a similar fashion if 
we use the abundant human resource that is 
available in this country in a proper manner, 
we also would be able to develop. As regards 
passport offices, everybody knows that there 
is a big racket going on. Even though the fee 
is just Rs 50 one ends up spending much more 
because of the middlemen, the brdkers and 
also the expenditure involved in going and 
coming to the capital cities. Almost all the 
Regional Passport Offices are located in the 
capital cities. So a person has to travel for 
more than 400 to 500 miles everytime he 
wants a passport. You may say that he need 
not come to the Regional Passport Office as 
he can get it from the post office. You may 
say that. But in practice, to avoid delay he has 
to go to the .Regional Passport Office. AH 
this adds up. He has to incur an additional 
expenditure which is 20 to 30 times the fee. In 
Andhra Pradesh we have the raandal system. I 
am referring to the IMROs. The M'ROs give 
income certificate. They give nativity 
certificates. They give caste certificates. 
Almost all kinds of certificates are issued by 
the MROs and the Tehsildars. In a similar 
fashion I don't understand why passports 
cannot be issued by tbecn. What is the 
difficulty? A citizen has to get a visa and only 
them he can go to a foreign country. I think it 
would be better if the MROs or the Tehsildam 
were given the authority to issue passports. If 
that is not possible, at least 
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increase the number of Regional Passport 
Offices. As I said earlier, in Andhra Pradesh 
there is only one Regional Passport Office in 
Hyderabad. Increase the number of Regional 
Passport Offices. For example, in Andhra 
Pradesh there are three regions—the 
Rayalseema region, the Telengana region and 
the coastal region. There should be one 
passport office in each of these regions. For 
the coastal region, you can have a passport 
office in Vijaya-wada and for the Rayalseema 
region, you can have it in Cuddapah. 
Likewise in other regions and States. Increase 
the number of Regional Passport Offices. 
Another problem is the staff pattern. On one 
side applications are increasing and on the 
other side there is a backlog. So increase the 
staff and computerise the passport office. 
There are only three passport offices which 
have been computerised. There Is one more 
point regarding our Consular offices abroad. 
These offices while issuing visa harass 
innocent- travellers. The Consular offices 
should be streamlined and rationalised. 
Finally, one more point. The attitude of the 
Government should change. It is the right of 
the citizen to get a passport and it is not a 
favour bestowed upon him by the State.  With 
these words I conclude. 

PROF.   SAURIN      BHATTACHARYA 
(West Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman,Sir, so far 
as this Bill is concerned, I may have to repeat 
particularly one point referred to1 by Mr. 
Fernandes in his speech and that is regarding 
the issue of another passport in the name of a 
person having a passpdrt earlier. In this case 
the provision in that the other passport should 
be impounded. Now the second passport, 
perhaps, could not be issued without 
fraudulent practice. If fradulent practice is 
involved, perhaps, criminal action should be 
taken in respect of the person doing so. 
Therefore, whether this provision encourages 
this type of activity should be considered 
seriously. The other aspect is regarding the fee 
The other aspect is with regard to the fee. 
Now the fee is fixed. But in the amending 
Bill, this has   been   left   undefined.   It   
would   he 

good if the Minister could indicate at least 
ihe maximum level of such fee under the 
present circumstances without incorporating 
it in the Bill uself. The Minister can clarify it 
while replying to the debate. This is only a 
small suggestion. 

Bui the important point which 1 warned t0 
raise which I gave my name to participate in 
the discussion is about :he inordinate delay in 
the issue of passports. The previous speaker 
referred to certain malpractices °r the racket. I 
did not have many occasions to visit ihc 
Regional Passport Office in Calcutta. But 1 
have some experience about lt vh-n I asked for 
a passport for my daughter. It was said that 
passport could be obtained in a month's time. 
But in my daughter's case, the wak prolonged 
and ultimately when I rang up the Regional 
Passport Officer, it was expedited, and the 
possport was received in no time. Now, M Ps. 
and M. h. As. are not required to counter. ship 
the application for a passport and that is a 
good riddance so far as we are concerned. But 
it is said that in case an officer not below the 
rank of a Joint Secretary in a State 
Government and Deputy Secretary in the 
Government of India countersigns the 
application for a passport, the requirement of 
police verification would be dispensed with. 
But in the case of my daughter, the applica-
tion wa^ properly countersigned and even 
then police verification was carried out and 
there was an inordinate delay in the issue of 
the passport. I was told that in Calcutta 
Regional Office, applications in huge 
numbers were pending and the plea was that 
printed forms were not available. Then there 
are agents or dalaals who make life hell for 
the applicants. I feel the Ministry should look 
into these affairs while effecting certain 
amendments in the existing Act  of  1967.      
Thank you. 

SHRI SATISH PRADHAN (Maharashtra): 
I would like to raise only one point before the 
hon. Minister. The present fee for a passport 
is Rs. 50/-and the application form costs Rs. 
10/-. The actual printing cost if   the passport 
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is going to be around Rs. 65/- and itie rate I 
am quoting from what the Security Press at 
Nasik said last year. 1 want to know as to 
what is going to be the amount of tee which 
one has to pay in future for a passport. 
Another point is, in future also, because you 
are going co use imported paper for printing 
the passports, the rate would increase. Due to 
fluctuations in prices and other things, the 
rate would always increase. Therefore, my 
question is, what would be the position at that 
time? Who is going to decide the new rate? 
Thank you. 

DR. NA UNI HAL SINGH (Uttar Pra 
desh); Thank you, Sir. Mr. Vice-Chairman, I 
want to point out one important as., ect in 
regard to the visas given to foreign tourists. 
The foreign tourists are very much annoyed 
because the issue of visas is delayed by the 
Indian embassies when have to issue them 
Now, on the or;: side, the Government wants 
to encourage foreign tourists to come to this 
country, to augment our foreign exchange 
reserves. I remember a very recent case. A 
person was z°m" to come from America to 
witness the 26th January event. The person 
had mentioned the date of departure as 23rd 
January, whereas, those people said 'You 
cannot go after 23rd January'. The person 
cried aloud. He asked 'How the ihell that you 
do not look into what I have mentioned?'. 
Blindly, the date was stamped. Therefore, I 
would urge upon, and appeal to the hon. 
Minister. Kindly instruct the Indian 
embassies abroad to be very careful while 
issuing visas. There should not be any inor-
dinate delay. They should be issued promptly. 
Also, the right date should be   mentioned.       
Thank   you. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: Mr. Vice-Chair 
man, Sir, J am thankful to the hon. Members 
who have participated in this debate and 
have given their very valuable  suggestions. 

There are many common points made by 
hon. Members. The first point is in regard to 
the delay in the issuing of passports. Mr. 
Vice-Chairman, I agree. It is a fact.   But 
there are certain impedi- 

ments which come in the way and which 
cause the delay in the issuing of passports. 

Firstly, the number of applications has 
increased considerably, whiie the staff is the 
same, the staff which was appointed in the 
year 1980. There-after, no extra staff has been 
given by the Government. The second cause 
of delay, as voiced by my hon. friends here, is 
the verification bjy the police. It is also a fact 
that it takes a long time and due to many rea-
sons, which my friends have explained— the 
delay is caused. 

Another thing which, causes delay is, 
nowadays, the passports are written by hand. 
As I said, the number of applications is large. 
Passport is a very valuable document. It has 
to be done very carefully. It has to be 
checked. Therefore, this writing by hand is 
also a very big reason for the delay. The 
fourth reason is we cannot get the passport 
books printed from any private prining press. 
It is from the Nasik Government Press we get 
them printed. Here tntre has been a constrairt 
They have not been ahfe to fulfil our demand 
and in the past... 

SHRI SATISH FRADHAN; They have the 
capacity but you are getting them printed 
from outside. 

SHRI R. L. BFVTIA: I am coming to that 
point. I will come to the individual points 
later. 

THE   VICE-CHAIRMAN   (SHRI  Mft 
SAIM): Let him reply. 

SHRI SATISH PRADHAN: The hon. 
Minister is misguiding the House. The 
External Ministry has gone abroad and tried 
to get the passport books printed from 
outside. Unfortunately, at that time, Nasik 
Security Printing Press had given an offer 
and they were having spare capacity.   This is 
my information. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: I would like to 
correct the hon. Member that we have not 
gone abroad for printing of the passport 
books. We are getting them printed only from 
the Nasik Press and there is no 
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question of getting    them printed    from, 
abroad. 

So, the four points that are responsible for 
delay are: staff shortage, printing of passport 
books, writing of passports by hand and 
police verification. Hon. Members will be 
glad to know that we have given instructions 
that if within one month, police verification is 
not coming, ignore that, issue the passport. 
The verification can take place later on. Let 
them take four months, six months or a year 
and if we find that the person was not fit to -
receive the passport, we have the right to 
impound the passport. But so far as the police 
verification is concerned, there Wont' be any 
delay in the issue of a passport. That is one 
point which I wanied to explain. 

SHRI S. MADHAVAN: They must get the 
verification on the application itself.    This 
will avoid delay. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: No, that rule should 
be there, but we will wait for one month. And 
if within one month his   verification does not 
come  back... 

SHRI S. MADHAVAN: You know ht-w 
the   police   oflicers work. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: That is why I have 
fixed the time-limit. Tf it comes within a 
period of one month, it is all right. Otherwise 
it will be issued automatically. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI Md. 
SALIM): The Instructions have already been 
sent to the regional  offices? 

SHRIMATI KAMLA SINHA: One month 
means from the day of receiving the 
application and the issuance of the passport. I 
between it will be only one  month? 

SHRI   R.   L.   BHATIA:   Yes. 

The other improvement is that I had 
requested  the Finance Ministry and they 

have allowed me 400 new posts for the 
passport offices. As soon as those 400 people 
join, the situation will improve. 

PROF. SAURIN BHATrACHARYA: Is it 

not a budget secret? 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: The posts have 
already been sanctioned. I have requested the 
Home Ministry tc send me 400 people 
because I cannot recruit people. 

The third point is that the Nasik Press 
has agreed to meet with our demand- 
Formerly, we required printing of less 
than a million passport books, now the 
demand is for more than two and a 
half million, and it is increasing every 
year.     So,   they   have   agreed. They 
have imported their machinery and they are 
now ready to meet our total demand. So, there 
is no question °f shortage of passport books 
and also there is no question of getting them 
printed from  abroad. 

One point made by hon. friends was, why 
there are only three offices that have been 
computerised, why not others also. There was 
a constraint of funds. Now when the fees are 
increased, my hands will be strengthened and 
more offices   will  be   computerised. 

One more general point which was raised 
by some of my friends from U.P. and 
Hyderabad also, related to opening of more 
passport offices. We need more Pa'ssport 
Offices because the present ones cannot 
effectively cater to people who have to come 
from very far-off distances. In order to 
obviate that, the moment this Bill' is passed 
and I get the money, I will certainly have 
more offices as suggested by many friends 
here. For instance, Mr. Chhotubhai Patel has 
suggested   Surat   and some other places. 

I SHRI 
HIPHEI (Mizoram): For the whole of the 
North-Eastem region we have only one 
Passport Office at Guwahati. There should be 
some more in that region. 
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SHRI R. L. BHATIA: That is what I am 
suggesting. So, when the tees are increased 
and I have enough money, J will cenainly 

consider opening more Offices. But I will 
certainly, first, take care of the areas where 
there is great pressure, like in Kerala. There is 
iremen-dous pressure in Kerala and Mahara-
shtra. 

SHRI MOHD. KHALEELUR RAH MAN   
(Andhra      Pradesh):      Hyderabad 
also. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: Yes, Hyderabad, 
and Punjab also. These are the four areas 
where there is tremendous pressure, 

SHRI CHHOTUBHAI PATEL; 

Ahmedabad  also. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: Yes. Ahmedabad 
also. AH these areas will he taken into 
consideration when yott will be kind enough 
to pass this Bill and strengthen my hands. 

Sir, we have made some other im-
provements also. Some suggestions have been 
made with regard to students, businessmen, 
doctors, lawyers; engineers and; especially 
workers. Our poor workers have to go abroad 
for jobs and all that, and their applications are 
delayed. We have given inaructions to oar 
Passport Officers that against a definite letter 
of a student that he has been admitted to a 
particular university abroad, no Passport 
Officer need to approach Delhi or get 
instruptions but should immediately issue the 
passport to the student. Simi-terly, workers 
and labourers "who get jobs abroad, if they 
have got definite tetters of appointment ia 
their hands, no delay will be there; 
instructions have been given to the Passport 
Officers to issue passport* to them 
immediately without any delay. 

AN HON MEMBER; In how many days? 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA; You may take ft as 
eight, TO or 15 days. When instructions are 
there, they are bound to do it... 
(Interruptions)..,' Similarly, engineers and 
doctors who have to go out for seminars and 
meetings, because the dates are fixed, if they 
have a certificate in hand, the Passport 
Officer will     not 

refuse to issue passports to them and he wih' 
give hem the passports immediate ly. 

Now, a new suggestion has been made by 
Mr. Madhavan—that newly rmrrrd girls 
should also be given passports immediately. 

SHRI CHHOTUBHAI PATEL; Top 
priority! 

SHRI S. MADHAVAN: Only men are 
allowed because they do not allow girls to 
take their irasbands. Bat they allow  girts to   
marry men   from entside. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: We will try to help, 
but the visa people do not help. A bride has to 
wait for three years. according to the rates, 
before she can join her husband outside. I am 
trying for people from my cocstitasncy, but 
ihey are not listening to me. But I will 
certainly      look   into  this   proposal. 

Sir, in order to reduce the delay, we ate also 
trying to change die system. Formerly, 
passports were issued for three years. Now 
we are issuing them for 10 years so that a 
person need not coma to us after every three 
years and create more work for us. In order to 
lighten that, we have lengthened the life of a 
passport to 10 "years. 

Sir, mainly these are the points which my   
hon.   friends   have   raised. 

PROF.   SAURIN   BHATTACHARYA: 
What  about fees? 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: Regarding fees, my 
submission is that it is difficult for me to say 
outright that If I "have these fees it would be 
all right, because the costs are increasing 
every year and I do not know how many more 
offifces I will have to open because my friends 
—everybody—have been saying that in their 
States there should be two or three Tassport 
Offices. Certainly we want to open more 
offices. It has not "been evaluated as yet, but I 
can assure you that this is a service 
department—we do not want to have any 
.profit ont of it; we want to serve the people. 
The fees will toe reasonable, and within the 
"frsrmewtjrk which you have suggested—I 
have taken note of your suggestion—-Ihe fees 
will be reasonable. So, broadly these are the 
points   which were   raised   and   I    tews' 
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suggestion is that if this Bill is passed, I am 
sure, there will be more efficiency in the 
issuing of passports, and we will be able to 
make them of an international standard 
because with the passports which are written 
by hand when those people go outside, other 
countries create difficulties because it is not 
sometimes legible, sometimes it is not clear. 
People find a lot of difficulties. So, we have 
decided to have them of art international 
standard. For that there will be more cost. 

Sir, one more point was raised b, many 
friends. That is about corruption. It is true that 
formerly the persons who were issuing 
application forms, the staff, the travel agents 
were all trying to cheat people. But now what 
we have decided is that we have abolished 
this system of travel agents'. They were a 
source of corruption. They would take money 
from people, charge Rs. 500 or Rs. 1,000 for 
getting an application made. Now we have 
decided that the travel agents system should 
go. We will not give them passports. As 
applicants, like any other applicant, they can 
collect applications from people and pass 
them on to our office. But we will not give 
them passports. We are sending passports to 
the people by post now. So, there is no 
middleman now who can cheat them or take 
money when the passport  is issued. 

Secondly, I have decided that the passport 
application forms should be made available in 
post offices. They used to go to a court or to 
the Passport Office. As some friends 
suggested, extra money was charged from 
them. In order to avoid that, I have sent the 
application forms to the post offices. People 
need not go to big towns or far-off, places. 
They can get them from the local post offices, 
fill them and send them by post. They will get 
their passports by post. So, that other thing 
has been done. In order to avoid corruption, 
these methods have been adopted. The travel 
agents system has been abolished. The post 
offices have been utilised   for   giving       
application   forms. 

Police verification, after a month, will be  

treated   as   having been   completed. 

So, these are the points. Now I request  all 
the Members  to pass this Bill. 

SHRI S. MADHAVAN: One more 
important point. One lakh applications are 
pending. An exporter would want to go 
outside immediately to get an order. But he 
has to stand in a queue, and one lakh 
applications are pending. That is why I 
suggested that you should separate this 
category from job-seekers —-job-seekers are 
lakhs of people—and charge more for these  
people. 

SHRI R. L. BHATIA: Sir, I have explained 
to you that any exporter who has got an 
established order with him, Ike a student or a 
lecturer who has got an order for a job, will 
be immediately attended to, and the passport 
will be issued, at the earliest'. Five, seven 
categories I have mentiond to you. Teachers, 
Intellectuals who are going out to attend 
seminars, students who have got definite 
admissions outside and the workers or 
labourers who have got letters of jobs, ail 
these categeries will be attended to 
immediately. 

Thank  you,   Mr    Vice-Chairman. 

THE       VICE-OHAIRMAN (SHRJ 
M:D.    SALIM):   Now  the  question is: 

That the Bill further to amend the Passports 
Act, 1967, as passed by the Lok Sabha, 
be taken into consideration. 

The   motion   was   adopted. 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

Md. SALIM): We shall now take up clause-
by-clause consideration of the Bill. 

Clauses 2 to 10 were aaued to the Bill-Clause 
1 (Shrot title and commencement) 

THE       VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
Md. SALIM): Now we shall take up Clause 1. 
There is one amendment by Mr.    R:.   L.   
Bhatia. 

SHRI R.  L.     BHATIA:  Sir, I move: 

That at page 1, line 3, for the figure "1992" 
the figure "1993 be substri-tuted. 
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Sir, this amendment is genera] in nature. 
What we have provided for is more realistic. 
I request hon. Members to look into it. They 
will find it men: appropriate  that   this   
should   be   there. 

The question was put and the motion was 
adopted. 

THE        VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

MD.   SALIM ):   Now  the   question  is: 

That clause I. as amended. stand part   of   
the   Bill. 

The    motion   was   adopted. 

Clause 1, as amended, was added to the Bill. 

4.00   P.M. 

Enacting   Formula 

THE     V1CE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
MD. SALIM): Now, we take up the Enacting 
Formula. There is one amendment by Mr. R. 
I... Bhatia. 

SHRI   R.   L.   BHATIA:   Sir,   T   move. 

That at page 1, line 1, for the word "Forty-
third'' the word "Forty-fourth" be   substituted. 

The question was put and the motion   was   

adopted. 

THE     VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 
Md.    SALIM):   Now.   the  question   is; 

That the Enacting Formula. is amended,   
stand   part   of  the   Bill. 

The    motion   was   adopted. 

The Enacting Formula, as amended, was  

added   to   the Bill. 

The   Title   was added to the   Bill 

SHRI R.   L.   BHATIA:  I move: 

That the Bill, an amended, be passed. 

The   motion    was   adopted. 

THE. PUBLIC  RECORDS BBLL,  1992 

IKE MINISTER OF HUMAN RESOURCE 
DEVELOPMENT (SHRI AKJUN   SINGH):    
I   beg   to   move: 

The the Bill to regulate the management, 
administration and preservation of public 
records of the Central Government, Union 
territory Administrations, public sector 
undertakings, statutory bodies; . and 
corporations, commissions and committees 
constituted by the Central Government or a 
Union territory Administration and matters 
connected therewith or incidental thereto, 
be taken into consideration . 

Sir. i beg your leave to place before the 
Members of the House a Bill on Pubic 
Records for consideration and approval. This 
Bill had been introduced in the House on     
20th August,  1992. 

Public records have so far been managed, 
preserved and made access sible under 
executive instructions alone. Their basic 
deficiency is that they are liable to change 
very easily. We have, no doubt, Destruction 
of Records Act of 1917 on the Statute Book. 
But it is of a very limited nature and it does 
not oblige the concerned authorities to 
discharge any function concerning destruction 
of records. Besides, it does not cover all 
public documents. It is, 'therefore, proposed 
to overcome this deficiency (through, a legal 
instrument, which    is   before   you   for   
consideration. 

There has been a persistent demand from 
the public for a suitable law (concerning (the 
public records. The Indian Historical Records 
Commission, which is a advisory body with 
the Government and has a very large com-
ponent of Scholars and Archivists on it, hag 
repeatedly emphasised the need for such a 
law. Members of Parliament and its different 
Committees have also recommended   a   
similar    action. 

Encouraged by all-round public demand, 
the Government adopted an Archival     
policy     Resolution     in  1972, 


